
2001GODZILLA-PRO

Godzilla Pro Pinball by Stern

Price: $6,999.00 See Product Details

Lead Time: Call for availability

Details

Description

In this monster-packed pinball adventure, players become Godzilla! The evil aliens, the Xiliens, use mind control
rays to take control of the monsters King Ghidorah, Gigan, Megalon, Ebirah, and Titanosaurus. The Xiliens are
demanding all of Earth’s resources. Godzilla and its allies, Mothra, Rodan, and Anguirus, battle the Xilien
invasion with the goal of conquering Mechagodzilla to become King of the Monsters!

Chaos and destruction ensue on the playfield with Godzilla multiball, started by shooting one of the various
shots in and through the centrally located skyscraper.

All models of Godzilla pinball machines feature an innovative “Magna Grab” magnetic newton ball, capable of
catching pinballs from five different shot paths, including off the plunge. This device can also divert pinballs to
set up shots from the upper left flipper. The game also includes the iconic title song “Godzilla” by Blue Oyster
Cult, stunning hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti, intricate wireform ramps, three spinning targets (Heat Ray,
Mechagodzilla, and Monster Rampage), three flippers, three “powerline” themed stand-up targets and a UFO
pop pumper. The game highlights video and audio from ten* Toho Showa Era Godzilla films to create a one-of-a-
kind immersive Godzilla pinball experience.

Godzilla pinball machines also debut Stern’s Insider Connected system, which includes a QR code reader on the
bottom arch that enables players to interact with the game and this new network in a variety of ways. Stern
Insider Connected provides new entertainment and player engagement features and an operator focused tool



set to drive location play and remotely manage every aspect of the machines. Insider Connected goes live with
the launch of Godzilla, with the full scope of features scheduled for roll out over the next year.

Delivery Options

FREE PICKUP @ PETERS DISTRIBUTION CENTER

7685 Parklawn Ave, Edina, MN 55435
Peters Warranty covers telephone diagnostics and parts for 1 year from purchase
Original packaging
Assembly required

PETERS LOCAL WHITE GLOVE DELIVERY

We will set-up and test game before delivery
Re-key the lock - so if you ever lose it - it can easily be replaced
Deliver to your home or business, and set it up in the room of your choice *Mileage fees apply outside of the
Twin Cities Area*
Peters Warranty covers telephone diagnostics and parts for 1 year from purchase
Additional 30 day in home warranty (only included if game is delivered within 50 mi radius of Minneapolis)
Warranty void in commercial settings

OUT OF AREA SHIPPING 

Please call us to see if this is available to ship out of the local area 612-866-8433.

https://www.petersbilliards.com/game-room/godzilla-pro-pinball-by-stern
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